
Beth and Jonathan’s Where are we quiz. 

1. Gretna   2. Portpatrick  3. Logan Botanic Gardens  4. The Mull of Galloway   

5. Glen Luce Abbey     .Glen Whan Gardens      7. Castle Kennedy        8.Turnberry  

9. Tyndrum    10. Craignure, Isle of Mull     11.  Bunessan.    12. Iona   

13.Kilmory    14. Branault.   15. Kilchoan   16. Ardnamurchan Lighthouse 

17. Fascadale   18.Ockle       19.Stirling Castle      20. Bannockburn 

I allowed a few variations on this quiz where it was obvious that the answer described the place accurately. 

 Sayings from history, who said or is reputed to have said:  

1. It would be like selling the family silver   (paraphrased  …….Harold MacMillan                                                                                   

2. I know I have the body of a weak and feeble woman but... …Elizabeth the first                            

3. Then let them eat cake ………………………………………………………..Marie Antoinette 

4. There were three of us in this marriage ……………………………… Princess Diana 

5. Paint me warts and all ………………………………………………………..  Oliver Cromwell 

6. It is better to offer no excuse than a bad one…………………..       George Washington  

7. A man is not finished when he is defeated. He is finished when he quits …….Richard Nixon 

8. In the middle of difficulty lies opportunity…………………………………Albert Einstein  

9. I came, I saw, I conquered ………………………………………………           Julius Ceasar 

10. Hate cannot drive out hate; only love can do that ……………………Dr. Martin Luther King 

11. It takes courage to make a fool of yourself ……………………………..Charlie Chaplin  

12. If you enjoyed wasting time, it wasn’t wasted ………………………….John Lennon 

13. Everyone needs a Willy ……………………………………………………………Margaret Thatcher 

14. Let us hope, this time, he remembers that kicking people in the teeth is the job of the Tory government   

…………………………………………………………………………………Tony Blair 

 15. What Washington needs is adult supervision …………………………Barack Obama 

16. It is a truth universally acknowledged, that a single man in possession of a good fortune,  

 must be in want of a wife ………………………………………………………………Jane Austin  

17. It does not mean that the pound in your pocket or purse or in your bank has been devalued  

  ……………………………………………………………………………………………………….Harold Wilson  



18. But what we can do, as flawed as we are, is still see God in other people……Barack Obama 

…………………………………………………  

19. It is easier to denature plutonium than to denature the evil spirit of man  ……..Albert Einstein 

20. Speaking to Billy Graham this lady said “You know I am an atheist but I know that there is something up 

there higher than we are.”  …………………………………………………Raisa or Mrs Gorbachev  

21. A lie travels round the world while truth is putting on her boots Mark twain or Winston Churchill  

22. Let not poor Nellie starve …………………………………………………………Charles 2nd 

23. I believe it is peace for our time. Go home and sleep quietly in your beds …..Neville Chamberlain 

24. If Sir Anthony Eden is sincere in what he is saying, and he may be,  

 then he is too stupid to be a prime minister ……………………………Aneurin Bevan 

at questions 12 and 21 I allowed either answer but my answers were John Lennon and Winston Churchill 

 

 A few dingbats   -   Questions 25 to 30  

25. Short Sighted…       26…..A drop in the Ocean       27. ……United States  

28……..Bob up and Down      29. …Welcome Back.       30. …..In Black and White 

31. What is the familiar phrase represented here?  PORTTAXUGAL …Inland Revenue                          32. What 

is the next number in the following sequence  5, 7 ,1, 9, 22, 39, 71,  ………141  

33 to 40.   Find a word which when placed at the end of the first word and at the beginning of the second 

makes another word or phrase. Bone ..China…Town    Last …Minute… Hand                       Happy …Easter.. 

Bonnet      Speech …Bubble…. Bath   . Irish …Coffee… Morning                                Crazy….  Paving….Stone     

Baking …Powder… Blue     Human ……Nature... Trail 41.                        Change one letter in each word to 

produce a familiar phrase     -     year  in  year  out  

For the first quiz there were only seven completely correct answers, but there were many with only one or 

two incorrect. 

On the second quiz there were nine completely correct. 

Three people had all answers correct on both quizzes. 

Thank you for taking part you have helped us to give a good quality of life to people who have learning 

disabilities. 

Barrie 

  

 


